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Abstract— In order to get a router-level topology in Internet, IP
address alias resolution techniques allow to identify IP addresses
that belong to the same router. There are several proposals to
make this identification, some based on active measurements
and others based on inference studies. The former provides
more accuracy and completeness, however efficiency is very low
because of the high number of probes needed. These methods
probe IP addresses in pairs. With thousands or even more IP
addresses to check for aliases, the number of tests gets too high.
In order to reduce the number of probes, we propose to select
the pairs of IP addresses to test for aliasing using information
available a priori. This selection will be based on the offset
(numerical distance) between the IP addresses to test. We will
show that we can improve efficiency of active alias identification
with almost no loss on completeness and without generating
probing traffic. The technique is also adaptable to a distributed
measurement scenario.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are a considerably amount of systems around Internet

trying to make a close mapping of its topology. Systems

like Skitter [1], Ark [2] , Dimes [3] , Rocketfuel [4] and

Scriptroute [5] works by making a large amount of traceroutes

from multiple vantage points. The result is a graph composed

by nodes (IP addresses) and edges (network links). Some of

them make a post-processing to obtain a router level topology

using different methods to group the IP addresses owned by

the same router. These methods are called alias resolution

[6]. As a result, a new graph is obtained where nodes are

routers, providing a more realistic topology map. Router-level

topology maps are important to verify routing algorithms, in

calculation and prediction of delay, node localization, traffic

engineering, evaluating performance of P2P protocols, path

restoration mechanisms, algorithms for building multicast trees

and, in general, any study that would need a simulation over

a realistic network scenario.

Lots of theoretical studies have worked on which could be

the structure of Internet at layer 3. The research community

has reached the conclusion that Internet connectivity behaves

according to a power-law distribution [7]. However, nowadays

this structure can not be demonstrated with a global Internet

network map. Alias resolution is an important tool in that

ambitious task.

The following metrics can be defined to compare methods

for alias resolution [6]: accuracy, completeness and efficiency.
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Accuracy measures the percentage of discovered or disproven

aliases that are correct. When applying alias resolution meth-

ods, positive or negative alias can be obtained. In some

circumstances and with some methods it is usual to obtain

also false positives and false negatives. These will be wrong

results that should be minimized. Completeness measures the

percentage of aliases discovered with 100% supposed a perfect

alias resolution. Although this metric is very important it

is difficult to define because a priori we do not know the

scenario with perfect alias resolution. This information could

be obtained from network operators and Internet providers, but

usually they are reluctant to make public their internal network

architecture. Finally, efficiency measures the amount of probe

traffic used to discover aliases. This traffic is intrusive and it

should be limited.

The different proposals for alias resolution can be grouped

in two classes: active probing methods and inference methods.

Active probing techniques are based on sending specific prob-

ing packets to the routers and analyzing the replied packets.

They are intrusive so it is important to control the necessary

injected traffic. Besides, this traffic can be confused with

scanning or attacks, so they can have problems with packet

filtering in firewalls. Not only filtering, some routers could

have configured rate-limiting policies to not respond to a high

number of requests in a period of time. Inference methods try

to deduce alias information by analyzing data from traceroute

paths [8] or by getting extra data from DNS [4][6]. These

techniques do not need to send probing packets to routers,

avoiding all the problems explained before. However, infer-

ence methods have limitations in accuracy and completeness.

The two main methods in the literature for active probing

alias resolution are Mercator and Ally. Mercator [9] was

created by CAIDA and its implementation was called iffinder

[1]. This method is based on the behavior of routers which

return an ICMP error message always from the interface with

shortest path to destination. This ICMP error message (port

unreachable) is provoked by sending UDP packets to random

destination ports on the candidate IP addresses to be aliases.

Two IP addresses are alias if the ICMP error messages returned

from both have the same source IP address.

Ally [4] was develop by Rocketfuel project [4]. It is based

on the behavior of the IP identifier (IPID) field of the IP

header. Typical implementations of IP identifier use a counter

which is incremented by one for each packet created in

the host, independently of destination, protocol or service.



Therefore, several IP packets received from the same host and

near in time will have close values in the IP identifier field.

The differences in the counter will be caused by other IP traffic

generated in between by that host to other destination. Ally

checks two candidate IP addresses sending three UDP probes

with random ports to enforce again ICMP error message whose

IP identifiers can be analyzed. Both IP addresses will be alias

if the distance between IP identifiers is in between a threshold

of 200 sequence numbers [4]. Ally provides the best results

for completeness and accuracy in alias resolution [6].

The main problem with active probing for alias resolution is

that, for example in Ally method, the number of probes scale

with the quadratic of the number of IP address (O(n2)). For

large topology maps this huge number of probes is not viable.

One possible solution is to relegate active probing methods as

a verification of the result provided by inference methods. In

this case, active probing is only used to check a possible alias

suggested by an inference method. However the completeness

of the results are much lower with this procedure [8].

Another alternative could be to improve efficiency of active

probing methods by pre-selecting the pairs of IP addresses

to check for aliasing. These techniques are called splitting

methods in [10]. They are based on sending probes only to

the set of IP addresses that have more higher probability

to be aliases. The selection of which IP addresses have

more probability to be aliases are based on TTL [6] and IP

identifier [10]. Both will be explained in the following section.

These methods have several disadvantages related to the extra

probing traffic needed and the difficulty to implement the

calculation in a full distributed way.

In this paper we propose a new method to improve efficiency

of active probing based on offsets between IP addresses. It has

the following advantages. First, it does not introduce extra

traffic in the network to provide the pairs of IP addresses

with more probability to be aliases. Second, the method is

useful when we need to make aliasing tests from different

distributed vantage points (very important in large scale topol-

ogy mapping). Third, configuration parameters for the method

are not dependable of the specific network topology under

study. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the different existing methods to improve efficiency

of active probing methods. Then, our proposal is presented in

section III and all methods are evaluated in Internet scenarios

using Planetlab and ETOMIC infrastructures. Next section IV

presents the use of clustering techniques for improving and

generalization of results for our proposal. Finally, conclusions

are presented.

II. EXISTING METHODS TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCY OF

ACTIVE PROBING FOR ALIAS RESOLUTION

Active probing techniques for alias resolution need to send

several packets to two target IP addresses in order to check

if they are alias because they belong to the same router. In

Mercator only two packets from the same probing source

to target IP addresses are needed. If more IP addresses are

needed to be verified, an extra probing packet is needed for

each IP address. The traffic generated will be proportional

to the number of IP addresses (O(n)) if the probing station

is only one. With Mercator, it is not efficient to distribute

the analysis between several probing stations (m), because

the traffic generated will increase proportionally (m ∗ O(n)).
Alternatively, Ally needs three packets for each pair of IP

addresses to verify alias and these results can not be reused to

compare with a third or more IP address. Therefore the traffic

generated will be proportional to the number of possible pairs

(O(n2)). The efficiency, specially for Ally, is not good enough.

Some way is needed to improve the efficiency of active

probing techniques. The idea is to make some kind of selection

looking for the IP addresses which are more likely to be

aliases. This would mean a reduction in the number of probing

packets improving efficiency but, at the same time, it could

provide worse completeness. If not the full search space of IP

addresses is used, some aliases will be lost. However, we will

try to reduce these losses as much as possible.

One of the proposals in the literature for improving effi-

ciency is based on the TTL (Time-to-Live) field of the IP layer

[6]. This study shows that if we get the TTL distance between

a pair of IP addresses (TTL1 − TTL2), it is very probable

that this distance was 0 if both IP addresses were alias. The

justification is clear: if two IP addresses belong to the same

router, they will be at approximately the same distance in

number of hops from the source probing station. However, this

is not always true because the path to reach each IP address

can be very different, crossing different number of hops and

then with different distance. To increase completeness, larger

TTL distances like 1, 2 or 3 can be considered, but then the

number of pairs of IP addresses to check also increases. If we

want to improve completeness we will take a larger set of IP

addresses and, then, more probing traffic will have to be sent.

This TTL-based method provides fine results but it has

related problems. Original traceroutes, from where IP ad-

dresses of routers are obtained, are usually made from different

vantage points. Therefore TTL information in traceroutes can

not be compared between IP addresses because it could have

been measured from different source probing stations. So, for

each IP address we need first to make a new active probing

procedure to get TTL information and this procedure has

to be done with all IP addresses. So, more probing traffic

is needed at first. Again, in large topology maps we would

need to distribute this procedure between different source

probe stations, but it is not possible because we would need

TTL information for all IP addresses from all source probe

stations, and this would mean increasing the probing traffic

proportionally to the number of source probe stations.

Another proposal in the literature for improving efficiency

is based on the IPID field of the IP layer [10]. This study

shows that for two IP addresses which are alias, the IPIDs

in returned packets are very close. Now, the distance between

two IPIDs for two packets sent by two different IP addresses

must be calculated. With all the offsets between IPIDs we will

take those whose IPIDs are closer. Two IPIDs sent from the

same router will have higher prov to be close than two IPIDs



sent from different routers, so this characteristic is used to

reduce the number of pairs to check. The IPID is incremental

for all IP packets generated by a router independently of the

outgoing interface. This allows to probe the same router from

two different source probe stations and then to get the result

as if it would be made from the same host. The generation

of an IP packet (with the IPID field) in a router is forced

sending a UDP packet to a random port as in Ally method.

The router will answer with an ICMP error message of port

unreachable. However, this test has to be made for each pair of

IP addresses in a very short period of time in order to be able

to find close IPIDs for packets coming from the same router.

Larger periods of time between probing both IP addresses of

a router would imply the possibility of more traffic generated

by the router to other destinations and therefore it would be

more difficult to detect the relation between IPIDs for both IP

addresses (the distance between IPIDs would be larger). We

need synchronization between the source probe stations, but

this makes the implementation harder. Besides, the full process

for checking all IP addresses will take longer in order to avoid

interferences between different source probe stations. Again,

extra probing traffic has to be sent prior to decide which IP

addresses have to be checked for aliasing.

To sum up, we have two methods for improving efficiency of

active probing for alias resolution by reducing the IP addresses

to check, but they generate extra probing traffic and even

they do not work in a real distributed probing scenario. Both

reasons make difficult to apply them to large scale topology

maps. In next section, a new method will be proposed that

will try to address both limitations.

III. METHOD BASED ON OFFSETS BETWEEN IP ADDRESSES

A new method to improve efficiency of active probing for

alias resolution is proposed in this paper. The idea is to be able

to reduce the number of IP addresses to check for aliasing with

the following advantages: first, the method will not generate

extra traffic, and second, it will be able to be implemented in

a distributed way. In order to suggest if two IP addresses have

a certain probability for being alias, the method will use the

offset between both IP addresses considered as two unsigned

integer numbers of 32 bits. Basically the method will use the

result of subtracting one IP address from the other (|IP1 −
IP2|) to suggest the relation between them. The offset between

two IP addresses will be called IP offset.

In fact, the following behavior has been observed in IP

addresses: pairs of IP addresses in between certain offsets

have more probability to be aliases. This is related with

how IP addresses are organized in Internet. An Autonomous

System (AS) can be interconnected with other ASs of the

same or different Tier (Internet hierarchy level). ASs usually

use addressing related with its interconnections. For example,

ASs in Tier-2 can interconnect with other Tier-2 ASs using

B-class networks, with Tier-1 ASs using A-class networks

and with Tier-3 ASs using C-class networks. In this case,

the central router of the Tier-2 AS could have interfaces with

different addressing schemes depending on the type of AS in

the other end. Some of the interfaces in the router will have

close addressing (because they interconnect with other ASs of

the same tier) and other interfaces could have an addressing

belonging to other class, this means, with an important gap in

IP offset.

To check this behavior, experimental studies in the real In-

ternet have been made with the distribution of IP addresses and

the fact to be aliases. This studies have used Etomic[11][12]

and Planetlab[13] measurement infrastructures. Tools and data

sets used in this study are openly available in [14].

Etomic provides 18 nodes distributed around Europe (Spain,

France, Italy, Hungary, United Kingdom, Belgium, Sweden,

etc.) with high-precision network cards and GPS synchroniza-

tion. The procedure of the experiment has been decomposed on

three phases: phase 1 for obtaing IP addresses in the network

topology, phase 2 for applying methods to improve efficiency

of active probing for alias resolution (reduce the number of

pairs of IP addresses to check for alias resolution) and phase 3

for applying the final alias resolution schemes. The objective is

to compare the improvement in efficiency for methods applied

in phase 2.

In phase 1, traceroutes between those 18 Etomic nodes

have been made generating 510 IP addresses for routers in

the paths between Etomic nodes. Specifically, paris-traceroute

version [15] has been used in order to avoid load balancing

in Internet routers. Paris-traceroute sends all probes in a

path discovery using the same source and destination port as

difference with standard traceroute. As routers in Internet use

mainly load balancing by flow instead of by packet, paris-

traceroute allows to avoid the problematic related with route

flapping. IP addresses of routers in all available routes are

obtained by repeating paris-traceroute several times for each

source/destination. Paris-traceroute tool has been developed

and ported to both Etomic and Planetlab measurement infras-

tructures.

In phase 2, methods to improve efficiency of active probing

for alias resolution are applied. These methods are TTL-based

(TTL offset), IPID-based (IPID offset) and IP addresses-based

(IP offset, our proposal). The idea is to reduce the number

of pairs of IP addresses to test for aliasing. TTL offset and

IPID offset methods need extra probing traffic. The TTL offset

method provokes ICMP error packets from the IP addresses

under analysis to check their TTL number (one probing packet

for each IP address). The IPID offset method provokes ICMP

error packets from the IP addresses under analysis to check

their IPID numbers (three probing packets for each pair of IP

addresses to verify, as in Ally alias resolution method). In the

proposed IP offset method, no extra traffic is necessary.

In phase 3, the alias verification has been made applying

Mercator, Ally and a modified Ally. Our modification uses

different probing packets like ICMP or TCP to receive the

ICMP response or error, and the results improve the perfor-

mance of basic Ally. A custom software has been developed

implementing the functionalities for those alias resolution

methods. For each pair of IP addresses the output will be

positive (alias) or negative (not alias), if all methods agree



in the result. If the results are different for each method the

output will be labeled as not conclusive. In order to compare

the improvement in efficiency applying the methods in phase

2, only positive alias will be considered.

First we focus our study in IP offset method for phase 2.

For Etomic scenario, Figure 1 shows the histogram for the

offsets between IP addresses (IP offset), considering the full

set of pairs tested (a), considering only pairs that are aliases

(with methods in phase 3) (b), and the survival function for

previous figures (c).

Figure 1.a shows that IP offset for the full set of IP addresses

is distributed along almost all the IP offset space. This means

that IP addresses in each pair can be in a very different subnet.

However in Figure 1.b IP offset for the IP addresses that

are alias is concentrated in two clear points: around 0 and

around 2.15e+09 (half the number of possible IP addresses,

232). This distribution is more clearly presented in the survival

function shown in Figure 1.c where the two steps present in the

’Aliases’ curve correspond with the previous points of interest.

The survival function for all IP address space is distributed

along the IP offset axis while the survival function for aliases

has two clear steps.

The intuitive explanation for the specific distribution of

IP offset is related with the adjacency between Autonomous

Systems (AS). IP addresses of routers in the same AS have an

IP offset around 0, and IP addresses of border routers between

ASs have an IP offset around 2.15e+09. This explanation will

be objective of future work.

The behavior observed in Figure 1.c can be used to estimate

the range of IP offsets that can be alias with higher probability.

These IP offsets will be concentrated in the steps of the figure.

This behavior could be thought as specific of the Etomic

paths considered. However we have observed this behavior in

between several nodes of Internet. In concrete, the same anal-

ysis has been repeated for 18 Planetlab nodes located around

world: USA, Germany, United Kingdom, Spain, France, Ko-

rea, Taiwan, etc. Traceroutes have been made between all these

nodes. In this case we have obtained 369 IP addresses for

routers in the paths between Planetlab nodes. The result for the

distribution of IP offsets is presented in Figure 2. The survival

function for all IP addresses is very similar to the one from

the previous scenario. The survival function for alias pairs is a

bit different: the two steps commented before can be observed

around the same IP offsets, but in this case the second step is

less significant.

The method based on IP offset needs some mechanisms to

select the ranges from figures 1.c or 2 where the probability of

being alias is maximized. As a first approximation, two zones

which the steps in the survival function can be distinguished

visually. The range of IP offset can be specified for both zones.

Then the percentage of alias and not alias pairs that are present

in both zones can be analyzed in order to obtain the efficiency

of the proposed method.

The range of IP offset around 0 includes the subnetworks

/30 and /31 that belongs to point-to-point links where both

IP addresses are for sure in different routers. This would
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Fig. 1. Histogram of IP offsets for all IP address space (a), for pairs that
are aliases (b), and survival function for both (c)

correspond to IP offset value equals to 1. The problem is that

the mask for each IP address is not known and then it is not

possible to know wich IP addresses belong to a point-to-point

link. An approximation could be to ignore IP offset with value

equals to 1, but this is an oversimplification. For example, in

our Etomic scenario there are 4 aliases with IP offset equals

to 1. Therefore, this IP offset value can not be discarded as

candidate to be indicator of aliases.

Using the IP addresses for the Etomic scenario, the effi-

ciency is calculated comparing the percentage of IP addresses-

pairs tested with the percentage of alias resolved positively. For

good efficiency we need a high percentage of alias resolved

positively for a low percentage of pairs tested. Figure 3 shows

the efficiency for IP offset method compared with the methods

in the state of the art for phase 2: TTL and IPID based. In IP

offset method, 10 points are obtained in Figure 3 by increasing

the size of the zones around the steps in the previous survival

function in Figure 1.c. In TTL method, the different points are

obtained by increasing the TTL threshold one by one, starting

with a zero TTL offset. In IPID method, different points are
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Fig. 2. Survival function for IP offsets in all pairs of IP addresses and in
pairs that are aliases

obtained again using different thresholds for IPID offset.

Comparing completeness in Figure 3, IP offset method

provides the best results with low percentage of pairs tested:

with 10% of pairs tested for aliases, around 85% of aliases

are obtained. As the percentage of pairs tested for aliasing

is increased, the results are close to those provided by the

TTL method. The behaviour of IPID method is special because

the working zone is concentrated around 30% of pairs tested,

getting the best results compared with other methods.

Although IP offset method provides results for efficiency

near to other methods in the state of the art or even better, the

big advantages of the proposal are related with its following

two main characteristics. First, it must be noted that IP offset

method is applied only over the values of IP addresses directly,

without injecting any extra probing traffic in the network as

needed by TTL and IPID based methods. This means avoiding

interferences over real network traffic and, what is most

important, the results can be obtained very fast even for very

large topologies. Second, the alias resolution procedure can be

made in a truely distributed way from different vantage points

because the method does not depend on the localization of the

probing node neither synchronization between probing nodes.

In TTL method, we have explained that in order to compare

TTL values to different IP addresses the measurements have

to be made from the same vantage point as it requires to

compare TTLs values in pairs considering all possible pairs.

In IPID offset method, in order to avoid interference between

probes coming from different probing sources some kind of

synchronization would be needed, increasing complexity and

the time needed to complete the method.

These two advantages are summarized in Figure 4 where the

amount of probing traffic necessary for each method in phase

2 is presented compared with the number of source probing

stations (grade of distribution). Figure 4 present the results for

Etomic scenario. IP offset method does not need any probing

traffic, the line is located in 0 bytes transmitted. TTL offset

needs to send one probe packet for each target IP address from

each source probing station. Its traffic will be proportional to

the number of nodes (n), the number of source probing stations

(m) and the size of probe packets (s = 64bytes), total bytes

necessary would be m ∗ n ∗ s. IPID offset needs even more

traffic because the probing must be done in pairs and two probe
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Fig. 3. Comparison of methods for improving efficiency of active probing
techniques in alias resolution

packets are needed for each pair. In this case, the generated

traffic does not depend on the number of source probing

stations because pairs to check can be distributed between

source probing stations. So the traffic generated in IPID offset

method would be ((n∗ (n−1))/2)∗2∗ s). The distribution of

tasks for phase 2 between several source probing stations is not

efficient for TTL method as shown in Figure 4. Besides, more

probing traffic will imply an increase in the time necessary to

complete the task. Therefore, IP offset method provides the

best results considering the amount of traffic necessary (none)

and the effect of distribution in several source probing stations.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of probing traffic level in methods for improving
efficiency of active probing techniques in a distributed probing scenario

The next step will be to avoid manual intervention to define

the interesting ranges of IP offset. Previously we have used

a visual method to define these ranges. In the following

section we provide a systematic method based on clustering

algorithms: the Expectation Maximization (EM) and the K-

means algorithms.

IV. USING CLUSTERING FOR IP OFFSET

The steps in the survival function presented in figure 1.c

concentrate the ranges of offsets between IP addresses that

have to be considered in our analysis. Alias resolution methods

are applied only to these ranges in order to obtain true aliases

with more probability. Although these ranges could be selected



visually, they could be optimized for each scenario, so an

automatic procedure would be preferred. Two clustering algo-

rithms have been considered for this task. The following study

presents the results depending on the training procedure and

the grade of generalization of results for different scenarios.

Data from Etomic and Planetlab scenarios are aggregated

in order to obtain a complex scenario for the analysis. This

will be named the complete scenario. This complete scenario

would allow to check if generic results can be obtained that

could be applied to different scenarios. At the same time,

two clustering algorithms are considered: EM [16] and K-

means [17]. The training data for both clustering algorithms

can be diverse and will be explained next. Results are shown

in Figure 5. First, EM clustering algorithm is able to provide

the optimal number of clusters for the training data. If we use

the true aliases (those offsets of IP addresses that provide true

aliases) as training data, EM provides 3 clusters. This is called

’EM optimal aliases’ in figure 5. For those three clusters,

two of them correspond to the ranges of true aliases, and the

third cluster can be discarded. K-means clustering algorithm

needs the number of cluster to be specified at advance. Using

the same number of clusters (3) for K-means, the results are

not good, too far from the visual approximations so they are

discarded.

Alias resolution methods provide true and false aliases.

False aliases (those pairs of IP addresses that are not alias

for sure) can also be considered as a training set for EM

clustering algorithm. In this case, EM generates 15 clusters.

Three of them correspond to true aliases, each with different

percentage of true aliases. Aggregating one or more of these

three clusters we can select the percentage of pairs tested and

the related percentage of alias resolved. This results are named

’EM optimal not aliases’ in figure 5.

This number of 15 clusters has been fixed for EM clus-

tering algorithm and true aliases as training set. This gives

more flexibility, providing several points in figure 5 with the

legend ’EM 15 cluster aliases’. This would allow to priorize

percentage of alias resolved or percentage of pairs tested.

Finally, this number of 15 clusters has been fixed for K-

means clustering algorithm, using true aliases as training set

(named ’KM 15 cluster aliases’ in figure 5) and false aliases

as training set (named ’KM 15 cluster not aliases’ in figure

5).

As observed in figure 5, EM provides better results with

low percentage of pairs tested. The importance of the training

set is more related with the number of points available in the

figure and therefore flexibility in the point of work to use. K-

means clustering algorithm is much faster than EM clustering

algorithm, giving good results with high percentage of pairs

tested.

It must be noted that this is the complete (worst) sce-

nario where we are combining IP addresses from Etomic

and Planetlab scenarios. Following, we are going to consider

both scenarios individually, analyzing the effect of using the

training set from one scenario and applying the results in

the other scenario. The four combinations plus the complete
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Fig. 5. Comparison of clustering algorithms trained with the complete
scenario and different training sets

scenario results are presented in figures 6-10 for the clus-

tering algorithms and different training sets revised before.

Specifically, for each clustering algorithm (EM and K-means)

the number of clusters is changed using alias and not alias

inputs for training. Besides, different combinations of data

from Etomic and Planetlab scenarios are used, combining the

data sets as training and as testing. For example, data sets

with pairs of IP addresses that are alias in Etomic are used as

training in clustering algorithms and then the resulting clusters

are used to classify possible alias for Etomic and Planetlab

pairs of IP addresses. The All data set refers to the aggregation

of data from Etomic and Planetlab data sets.

In figure 6 with only three clusters in EM clustering

algorithm with optimal alias training, there are only two points

corresponding to the two clusters with true aliases for each

scenario. In this case, the Etomic scenario with Etomic training

set provides better results. However, this difference is almost

insignificant in the rest of the figures. The reason is that IP

offset survival functions were very similar in Etomic 1 and

Planetlab 2 scenarios. This independence of the training set is

very important because it will allow us to define ranges for

offsets between IP addresses that will be applicable within any

topology discovering process. This means that offset ranges

(clusters) generated with Etomic scenario can be applied to

Planetlab scenario without any modification, and eventually

to any network scenario (this is an ongoing research). The

generality of the results is another advantage of the proposed

IP offset method.

The EM clustering trained with true aliases and 15 clusters

(Figure 8) provides the best results: around 90% of aliases

resolved for around 10% of pairs tested. In this case, the

application on the Etomic scenario with Etomic training set

provides slightly better results than the other combinations (in

the order of 2% of improvement for alias resolved). Using

training with not aliases in EM clustering (shown in Figure

7) provides again 15 clusters but results are worse than with

previous training.

K-means algorithm presents worse results that EM even

using the same number of clusters. Figure 9 shows the K-

means training with not alias input and Figure 10) shows the

K-means training with alias input. K-means for both cases

needs a larger percentage of pairs tested to obtain the same

number of alias resolved than EM. K-means algorithm is faster



than EM but in this case speed is not important because the

clusters can be precomputed and applied to very different

topology scenarios as shown before for Etomic and Planetlab.

An interesting conclusion from Figures 6-10 is that results

almost do not depend on the training set used in the clus-

tering. This means, for example, that clusters obtained with

Etomic training set are applicable to Planetlab scenario without

large deviation in the results. Clusters are independent of the

scenario or the specific set of IP addresses to analyze. This

will allow to have pre-calculated clusters to classify certain

IP offsets related to possible alias. Then, the procedure to

apply the IP offset method will be simpler with pre-calculated

clusters.
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Fig. 6. EM alias optimal clustering using different trainings sets
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Fig. 7. EM not alias optimal clustering using different trainings sets
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Fig. 8. EM alias (15 clusters) clustering using different trainings sets

V. CONCLUSIONS

The reduction of cost in alias resolution is very important

because of the high number of probing traffic and time needed
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Fig. 9. KM not alias (15 clusters) clustering using different trainings sets
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Fig. 10. KM alias (15 clusters) clustering using different trainings sets

in this task. This paper proposed to check for aliasing only

on a subset of pairs created based on the IP offsets between

them. The results have shown the advantages compared with

other proposals. It does no need to inject probing traffic (that

sometimes could be even considered as malicious traffic),

avoiding interfering with normal network traffic and speeding

the full process by several orders of magnitude. Besides, the

proposal can be used in a distributed alias resolution system

because of its independence on the source probing node.

This would allow to speed up even more the alias resolution

procedure. Finally, the results are generalizable, providing

similar results independently of the training set used.

The efficiency is similar or even better than the one for

the methods in the literature. This proposal achieves to obtain

90% of aliases resolved postively with only 10% of pairs

tested. As the percentage of pairs tested is increased, the alias

resolution converges to perfect alias identification. Between

the proposed clustering algorithms, EM clustering algorithm

with 15 clusters and true aliases as training set provides the

best results in all scenarios. This clustering can be made one

time with a scenario, and then the clusters can be reused with

other scenarios with almost similar performance.

As future work, the intuitive explanation of IP offset dis-

tribution and its relation with aliasing must be addressed.

Second, the application of IP offset method in IPv6 can be

analysed. Both methods in state of the art, TTL-offset and

IPID-offset, can be applied for IPv6. However, it seems that

IP offset method will need a modification.
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